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In 2012 Iran’s government issued this billboard, called *Khanevadeh-ye Irani* (Iranian Family). It depicts a puzzle-like illustration of an Iranian family that is missing 15 pieces. These pieces represent the main principles according to which the new policies on population control should be redefined.¹
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**INTRODUCTION**

Since its establishment in 1979, one of the main concerns of the government of the Islamic Republic of Iran has been the country’s future population growth. According to the public declarations of former president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad and Supreme Leader Seyed Ali Hoseyni Khamenei, there are explicit pronatalist stances and criticisms toward previous family planning policies, which were first implemented in 1993 by the administration of the former president Akbar Hashemi Rafsanjani (1989-1997). The former policy of *tanẓīm-i*
khānavādah (family planning) had been particularly successful in establishing a new trend, estimating an “ideal” family size by encouraging Iranian couples to reduce the number of children per family from four to two. This policy was made possible through a strategy coordinated by an interdepartmental commission headed by the Minister of Health and Medical Education, and included the cooperation of the Ministers of Education, Labor and Social Affairs, Culture & Islamic Guidance, Plan and Budget Office and the head of the Civil Registration Organization of the Ministry of Interior.

Since the beginning of his presidency (2005-2013), Ahmadinejad has questioned the popular motto “dū bachchah kāfī ast” (two children are enough). On April 28, 2009, at an event marking the National Day of the Islamic Councils (rūz-i millī -i shūrā-hā-yi islāmī), Ahmadinejad initiated what would become a major ideological rupture within the country’s previous family planning policies. Heralded internationally, these strategies had been successful in terms of building national consensus and inculcating family size norms. They also promoted a sense of responsibility for married couples towards the health and welfare of the nation. Ahmadinejad questioned the state’s family planning policy, asking, “Why do you put laws and say that we cannot have more than two children? This is a materialistic thought […] the West gave us the slogan, ‘two children are enough,’ but now you see in which conditions they are. Westerners have got problems. Because the growth of their population is negative, they are concerned that if our population increases, we will triumph over them.”

---


3 Ibid.


6 Said Peivandi, “Chirā Ahmadinejad bi Dumbāl-i Afzāyish-i Jam ’īat-i Īrān Ast?” (Why Ahmadinejad is looking
Likewise, in an April 2010 interview broadcast on national television, he stated, “Two children per family are not enough. I am against this, if we continue to implement these policies, as a result our population will gradually become older and reduce in number.” He also proposed that the government provide financial assistance for new families. In this new policy, each newborn would receive a sum of 950 dollars deposited in a government bank account. They would then continue to receive 95 dollars until the age of 18. Soon after this interview, advertisements proclaiming “More children for a happier life” covered the main streets of Tehran. Also, the slogan “dārīm pūr mī shīm” (we are becoming old), and other slogans highlighting the population reduction were propagated in this last five years.

More than one year later, public criticisms lobbed against tanzīm-i khānāvādah continued, with announcements that state funding would be directly impacted. In August 2011, Marzieh Vahid Dastjerdi, the Minister of Health during the Ahmadinejad administration, claimed, “The budget for the population control program has been fully eliminated and such a project no longer exists in the health ministry. The policy of population control does not exist as it did previously.” She added, “The budget for family Planning is completely cancelled and a policy such as that of the past does not exist anymore.”

The ageing and the reduction of the population were common themes of posters and advertisements in Iran, see: “Majmū’ah 88 (Īrān -Javān Nīmāyishgah-ī)” (Collection 88 ‘Exposition of Young Iranians’),” Poster movement, http://postermovement.ir/poster.php?lang=fa&cat_id=159.  
"Būdjah 13 Mīlimārdī Barā- yi Kuntrul-i Jam ‘at’ (A Budget of 13 Billion Tūmān for Population Control), Aftabnews, last updated September 30, 2013, http://aftabnews.ir/fa/news/212580/%D8%A8%D9%88%D8%AF%D8%AC%D9%87-%DB%B1%DB%B3-%D9%85%DB%8C%D9%84%DB%8C%D8%A7%D8%B1%D8%AF%DB%8C%-%D8%A8%B1%D8%A7%DB%8C-%DA%A9%D9%86%D8%AA%D8%B1%D9%84-%D8%AC%D9%85%D8%B9%DB%8C%D8%AA."
Nevertheless, she clarified that a portion of the budget allocated for family planning (about US $5.9 million) was redirected, from March 2012 to March 2013, “to maternal health, infant health, infertility treatments, proper child spacing, preventing [the rise of] one-child families and delayed marriages, and [investment in] related cultural activities in these areas.” Yet official data from the Ministry of Health reveals that the government restored the budget of the tanẓīm-i khānavādah to US$ 4.8 million.\footnote{Amnesty International, \textit{You Shall Procreate: Attacks On Women’s Sexual and Reproductive Rights in Iran} (London: Amnesty International Ltd, 2015), 11.} Hence the intent of Ahmadinejad and his administration to fully eliminate the family planning program was not easily translated into actual economic reform.

**Thesis Project: Anti-Imperialist Narrative, Economic Independence and the Reversal of Tanẓīm-i Khānavādah (Family Planning Program)**

This thesis contends that the government’s move to reverse its Family Planning Program is a consequence of both Ahmadinejad’s revival of the Islamic Republic’s revolutionary constitutional values during his two terms in office and the country’s financial crisis that was worsened by mismanagement and tough international sanctions. There are therefore three variables that were involved in the project of reversing the family planning program: first, the reinterpretation of revolutionary discourse that delegitimized the ideological foundation underpinning tanẓīm-i khānavādah; second, the increasing inflation rate and living costs that led to a decrease in marriage and birth rates and convinced the government to react with the implementation of pronatalist policies in order to counterbalance these trends; and third, the economic sanctions that triggered Iran to demonstrate its domestic power by promoting all the
necessary resources to develop despite the sanctions’ impact. To this end, it was argued that *tanẓīm-i khānāvādah* should be drastically changed to improve Iran’s economic growth and ensure its independence from external sources.

The changes in Iran’s family planning policy sought by both Ahmadinejad and Khamenei illustrate two main points, which this thesis intends to first analyze and then contextualize and nuance. First, Ahmadinejad sought to discredit the policies of population control in support of his pronatalist ideology because he claimed that *tanẓīm-i khānāvādah* was a product of a Western conspiracy whose aim was to reduce the Muslim population in the Middle East. Second, his administration argued that the ageing of Iran’s population would lead to a decrease in its domestic labor force and subsequently a weakened economy.

These two points however cannot be analyzed without taking into account two other fundamental factors that have continued to inspire Iran’s pronatalist policy: anti-imperialism and economic independence. They are considered by both scholars and politicians alike to be the cornerstones of the Islamic Republic’s ideological foundation and constitutional framework.¹²

The roots of the anti-imperialist narrative developed almost a decade prior to the Revolution and were deeply inspired by Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini’s ideas on Iran’s independence, its rightful leadership, and the rule of the Islamic jurisprudent.¹³ In fact, according to Ervand

---


Abrahamian, anti-imperialism is one of the main traits that characterized the radical-populist rhetoric of Khomeini’s political movement and ideology.\(^\text{14}\) In line with this rhetoric, Iran was and continues to be perceived as a victim of the perpetual attempts by oppressive foreign powers (generally indicated as the United States, Europe and Israel) to establish a monopoly over natural, economic and cultural resources of the country. As Arshin Adib-Moghaddam maintains in *Iran in World Politics: the Question of the Islamic Republic*, “This revolutionary reality penetrated Iranian thinking to its core,” and was codified as an historical narrative that still dominates Iran’s national policies and foreign affairs more than thirty-five years later.\(^\text{15}\) For instance, in several speeches, Ahmadinejad stressed Iran’s antagonism against the West by recalling Ayatollah Khomeini’s use of the rhetoric of “oppressed versus oppressors (*mustazafān* and *mustakbarān.*)” According to this paradigm, the world was divided into two groups of people and countries: the first group is one formed by the godless, or Satan-inspired, powers (meaning the United States, the state of Israel, and Muhammad Reza Shah Pahlavi); the second includes the righteous followers of the *sharī’ah* (Islamic law) – in this case the Islamic Republic of Iran in particular and the Shiites in general.\(^\text{16}\) To some extent, the ongoing struggle between oppressed and oppressors remained a potent symbol in Iran and the use of this dichotomy has been persistent in Iranian foreign discourse of both Ahmadinejad and Ayatollah Khamenei.\(^\text{17}\) In their speeches the “oppressors,” which in recent years are referred to as “arrogant powers” (*qudrat-hā-yi istikbārī*), are accused of hindering


Iran’s economic growth and technological development, for imposing sanctions and spreading propaganda and lies in order to delegitimize the establishment of the Islamic Republic.\textsuperscript{18}

The principle of economic independence is, to some extent, correlated to this anti-imperialist narrative. Iran’s ruling elite, who has changed in accordance to the rise and fall of certain clerics and their powerbases, has resisted the pressures of the global market economy and has sought that Iran be less dependent on the flow of foreign capital. External investments are perceived as threatening interferences that would endanger the entire political and ideological establishment of the Islamic Republic.\textsuperscript{19}

In this thesis I argue that the government’s emphasis on population growth in official discourse demonstrates the flexing of its economic and ideological strength in the face of increasing international sanctions against Iran’s nuclear program that were implemented in 2012 and had severely impacted its economy. I contend that Khamenei’s juxtaposition of both “natural and human resources” is intentional and provides the link between the nuclear crisis and the intention of reversing the Family Planning Program. The Supreme Leader’s mention of “natural resources” refers to the country’s extensive gas reserves, which are necessary for the development of its nuclear program and are presented as a valuable opportunity to realize important technological advancements that would help the country reach the revolutionary goal of economic independence. In two speeches that I will analyze in the fourth chapter, Khamenei maintains that despite the increasing number of international sanctions, Iran’s economy would grow because of its natural resources. However, population growth would be

\textsuperscript{18} Ibid.
\textsuperscript{19} Evaleila Pesaran, Iran’s Struggle For Economic Independence: Reform and Counter-Reform In The Post-Revolutionary Era (London: Routledge Political and Economy of the Middle East and North Africa, 2011), 2.
essential in providing an indispensable labor force that would prevent Iran from relying on external human resources in the future. For this to happen, a drastic change in the policies of \textit{tanzim-e khanevadeh} is encouraged as it was currently looked upon as a main obstacle in compromising Iran’s economic growth and self-sufficiency.

\textbf{Thesis: Methodology and Structure}

In this thesis, I use critical discourse analysis to help interpret sources (such as political speeches and transcription of religious sermons but I also take into consideration newspaper excerpts, billboards issued by governmental agencies, and data of the Management and Planning Organization of Iran) and to understand the power relations involved in the construction and development of Iran’s family planning program. By critical discourse analysis, I mean the methodology that assays how power relations, social categories and knowledge are shaped by discourse. If seen from a historical perspective, the vocabulary, the technical use of language, and the rhetoric employed in oral and written texts, are crucial since they serve to demonstrate how nationalist discourse in Iran changes according to the transformation of economic, political and ideological factors. The historical contextualization of \textit{tanzim-i khānāvādah} is important in achieving two objectives for this thesis: First, it explains which ideology has sustained hitherto the Family Planning Program; second, it shows how the constitutional values can be differently reinterpreted by nationalists according to the changing economic trends of the country. For this purpose I also work with sources in Persian.
With this thesis I seek to contribute to Iranians for two reasons. First, it covers a period of time (2005 to present) in which many changes have been made regarding *tanẓīm-i khānavādah*, which scholars have yet to thoroughly take into account. Second, I approach this subject by considering the correlation between nationalism, international relations and population control policies.

In order to show how the reversal of the family planning program in Iran is correlated with the reinterpretation of the nationalist ideology of the Islamic Republic and the worsening of the international relations, this thesis is organized in four chapters.

The first chapter provides a review of the scholarship on Iran’s family planning program highlighting three main issues upon which the scholars focused: gender, clerical contribution and demographic studies. This section discusses how population policies in Iran, Tunisia and Egypt were introduced in the context of modernization reforms and towards the end of the colonial presence in the second half of the twentieth century.

The second chapter focuses on the historical conditions of Iran’s own family planning program known as *tanẓīm-i khānavādah*, focusing on the nationalist discourse of the period right after the conclusion of the Iraq-Iran war (1981-1988). Delving into the historical context is both necessary and important in understanding how the country’s economic realities have affected both national ideology and population policies.

The third chapter examines Ahmadinejad’s political ideology and the rhetoric used by the so-called “principalist” faction (*āṣūlgarāyān*). They claim the complete loyalty to the principles of the revolution and the revival of the constitutional values. Soon after his 2005 election win, Ahmadinejad declared the arrival of a “new Islamic Revolution,” suggesting his
intention to resurrect the spirit of the 1979 revolution. By examining Ahmadinejad’s speeches, newspaper excerpts and economic reforms (from 2005-2013) will highlight the main features of this revivalist ideology: anti-imperialism and economic independence. Subsequently, I show how these two points are used as rhetorical devices by Ahmadinejad and pronatalists to discredit and thus radically change *tanẓīm-i khānāvādah*’s policies.

In the fourth chapter I shift to a discussion of the Supreme Leader Khamenei’s promotion of reversing the previous family planning program after he judged it to be a mistake and a result of a Western conspiracy. I focus on two key speeches on family planning he gave in 2012 whereby he attacked the ideology of the West, the falsity of its propaganda and the uselessness of the international sanctions. These declarations clearly point to a policy shift that celebrates Iran’s natural and human resources as pivotal to Iran’s national pride and independence through the joining of domestic family issues with the state’s nuclear program. I argue that the much of this discourse is rooted in the early ideology of the 1979 Iranian Revolution, when Iran’s clerical authority criticized the Pahlavi regime for selling its precious natural resources to Western countries and thus humiliating Iran. “Restoring” Iran’s pride through one, bolstering its nuclear program on an international level and two, reversing its family planning policies on a domestic level were key parallel strategies of the Iranian government to assert its national identity and independence and reject its humiliation in the face of Western hegemony. I contend that Khamenei’s speeches resemble the pronatalist stances of Ahmadinejad in their rhetorical usage of anti-imperialism and emphasis of the principle of economic independence. The 2012 campaign against *tanẓīm-i khānāvādah* represented an effort to respond to the growing domestic and international crisis of legitimacy.
due to the worsening of Iran’s economy.

The thesis will then conclude with a summary of the main points outlined throughout this project and then offer potential future scenarios for Iran’s population control policies.

**Interwoven Terminology: Family and Nationalism**

Before delving into Iran’s family planning policies, it is first necessary to explain the links between Iran’s family policies and its nationalist discourse; as such, I will briefly discuss how the correlation between “nationalism” and “family” is understood and applied in this thesis.

Generally, national communities have the tendency to represent themselves as being part of one big family, and familial terminologies are often employed while one speaks for example of the nation as “motherland” or “fatherland.” However, the correlation between nationalism and family may still be difficult to identify. One of the reasons may be that, as Benedict Anderson argues, “The family has traditionally been conceived as the domain of disinterested love and solidarity.” And yet, family matters are never neither politically nor ideologically neutral. According to Anne MacClintock, the “family” provides, in most nationalist narratives, an indispensable metaphoric figure by which hierarchical national hierarchy are sanctioned. At the same time, as McClintock explains, the “family as an institution” is historically decontextualized, figuring “as existing, by natural decree, beyond

---


the commodity market, beyond politics, and beyond history proper.”  

Hence, “family” is presented as a timeless or natural institution pre-existing the nation-state while in actuality is regulated and constituted, with a precise set of norms and hierarchies, by the state, for example through law and other economic, administrative, educational and health institutions.  

Patricia Hill Collins has also observed that,

The power of the traditional family ideal lies in its dual function as an ideological construction and as a fundamental principle of social organization…If the nation-state is conceptualized as a national family with the traditional family ideal providing ideas about family, then the standards used to assess the contributions of family members in heterosexual, married-couple households with children become foundational for assessing group contributions to overall national well-being.

Moreover, in national discourse, this “traditional family” represents the only legit “institution” that produces citizens of a given nation and that has the duty to create and sustain its population. This also explains why in countries such as Iran, population control policies targeted primarily families, limiting, for instance, the access to contraceptive methods and reproductive health care (the family planning program) to this unit with the consequent exclusion of unmarried persons.

---

24 Ibid.  
25 Ibid.  
28 Amir H. Mehryar, Shirin Ahmad-Nia and Shahla Kazemipour, “Reproductive Health in Iran: Pragmatic
Family planning programs aim at reducing or at regulating the population size which is another crucial concern for the national well-being and sustenance. As Nira Yuval-Davis argues, in most of the developing countries, policies of population control have been predominated by the Malthusian discourse, namely the belief that an unchecked continuous growth of the population might bring a national disaster. In fact, the population tends to grow faster than food resources causing a dangerous destabilization of the global economic and political system. An uncontrollable population growth would gradually threaten the balance between the supply and demand for food and other basic needs. According to Yuval-Davis, Malthusian discourse has become a cornerstone for the population control policies of many developing countries as a major strategy to solve economic and social problems.

However, the scholar explains that the “future of the nation” in ideological discourses can sometimes also depend on its continuous growth. The need for “new people” can be for a variety of nationalist purpose, such as the need of workers, settlers or soldiers. The encouragement for the increase of the population number is, as in the case of the Malthusian discourse, is always linked to the “welfare of the nation.” For example, for the Iranian pronatalists under the Ahmadinejad administration, a population growth is needed to counterbalance labor shortage and to boost the economy of the country. What is worth noting

---


30 Ibid.
31 Ibid.
33 Nira Yuval-Davis, Gender and Nation, (London: Sage Publication: 2007), 29
34 Ibid.
regarding population control in Iran is how rapidly the alternation between pronatalist and Malthusian discourse took place in this last three decades, showing how the “power of the people” can be manipulated through nationalist policies and stances according to different changing social, economic, political and religious interests.

CHAPTER ONE

Both the inception of tanzām-i khānāvādah in Iran and its recent developments are part of a networking of different mechanisms. Since 1993, the emergence of norms for specific family size and public awareness on issues such as birth control and sexual education (or behaviors)
were made possible by the simultaneous interaction of different religious, political, medical, cultural and economic institutions and variables. In particular, power relations, namely the interactions and the struggles between different Iran’s political forces and political actors, have played important roles in the development of the country’s family planning policies. Changing economic trends happening domestically (including reforms, the inflationary rates and the currency values) are also significant inasmuch as they contribute in shifting the political and ideological interests of the government. This chapter examines the scholarship concerning Iran’s family planning program, highlighting three main issues upon which the scholars focused the most: gender, clerical contribution and demographic studies.

**Literature Review**

Fundamental to this thesis is Ervand Abrahamian’s *Khomeinism: Essays on the Islamic Republic*, which provides a unique analysis of the ideology of the Islamic Republic and historically contextualizes the formation of the post-revolutionary Iranian national identity. In this work, Abrahamian debunks the notion that the Islamic revolution, headed by Ayatollah Khomeini, was rooted in “fundamentalist” Islam. As a matter of fact, the term “fundamentalism” would imply, for example, that the first supreme leader endorsed a strict and inflexible adherence to the Quranic tradition and the complete rejection of the nation-state concept and of modern society. And yet, the scholar argues that all these characteristics did not appear in the Khomeini’s political movement. Rather, Ervand Abrahamian uses the term “populism” in order to delineate the Khomeini’s prerevolutionary ideology, defining it as “a

---

36 Ibid., 15.
movement of the propertied middle class that mobilizes the lower classes, especially the urban poor, with radical rhetoric directed against imperialism, foreign capitalism, and the political establishment. In mobilizing the "common people," populist movements use charismatic figures and symbols, imagery, and language that have potent value in the mass culture. Populist movements promise to drastically raise the standard of living and make the country fully independent of outside powers.”

Khomeinism is essential in this thesis because many of the traits of the Ahmadinejad’s ideology, that I will analyze in detail in the third chapter, draw on the populist and anti-imperialist rhetoric of 1979 Iranian Revolution.

To map out the Ahmadinejad’s ideology and political views and to understand to what extent the former Iranian president succeed in reviving the constitutional and revolutionary values, as he promised to bring about a “new Islamic Revolution,” I mainly used the works of two scholars, Maaike Warnaar and Ali Ansari.

In *Iranian Foreign Policy During Ahmadinejad*, Maaike Warnaar gives an account of Iran’s ideology during the Mahmud Ahmadinejad presidency and more specifically examines its troubled relations with the United States and Europe. As Warnaar argues “foreign policy discourse does not develop overnight: it is historically constructed and refers to other, earlier discourses.” As a matter of fact, on the basis of official statements by President Ahmadinejad and Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei, the scholar analyses how “the ideological context (from 2005 to 2013) was characterized by a revival of revolutionary discourse” arguing that this ideology gained a particular importance as “the Iranian regime

---

37 Ibid., 17.
39 Ibid., 81.
was experiencing a growing crisis of legitimacy both domestically and internationally.”⁴⁰

Ali Ansari in *Confronting Iran: The Failure of American Foreign Policy and the Roots of Mistrust* analyzes the political style of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, which is arguably populist in nature. Ansari analyses the diplomatic relationship between Iran and United States and the major reasons for the “mutual incomprehension” between the two countries. The scholar suggests that one of the reasons for the “incomprehension” between the US and Iran hinges on the mythic construction and an overemphasis of the threatening image of the “Other.”⁴¹ For instance, from the American side, the nature and the identity of Islamic republic of Iran is associated with Islamic fundamentalism and as a sponsor state of terrorism, especially after 9/11 and the inclusion of Iran in the “axis of evil” by president George W. Bush. From the Iranian side, the powerful “myth of victimization,” which fuels the belief that Iran is constantly attacked and isolated by the Western super powers, is used as a political means that “empowers through the removal of moral responsibility,” and obstacles the establishment of a more constructive international cooperation.⁴³

Particularly relevant for this research is Ansari’s consideration of the period (until 2006) when both Ahmadinejad and former US president George W. Bush were in power and the Iranian Nuclear crisis. Ansari describes the Iranian government’s resoluteness in not compromising with the international community over its nuclear program.⁴⁴ In fact, he argues that Ahmadinejad “was not interested in whether the West conceded anything. On the

---

⁴⁰ Ibid.
⁴² Ibid., 3.
⁴³ Ibid., 5.
contrary, a state of continued tension and confrontation was desirable, and the criticism of the West was to be actively sought. This was a return to the early glory days of the revolution, when Iran had stood alone and America could not do a damned thing.”

If the works of Abrahamian, Warnaar and Ansari were relevant to delineate and contextualize the Iran’s regime ideology, the scholarship that I will review in the following paragraph was fundamental for this thesis because it concerns directly with the main subject of this thesis, namely the policies of tanẓīm-i khānavādah.

Hitherto, the scholarship that focuses on the Iranian family planning (and on politics of population control) engaged mostly with three main issues-- namely, gender, the clerical contribution to tanẓīm-i khānavādah, and demography. There is much scholarship that focuses on how gender roles were affected by the implementations of such population control policies, emphasizing how women's rights, responsibilities, and social participation were challenged and transformed since the inception of the tanẓīm-i khānavādah. Anthropologist Homa Hoodfar discusses reproductive health policies and their implications on women's lives. In essays such as “Health as a Context for Social and Gender Activism,” and “Device and Desires, Population Policy and Gender Roles in the Islamic Republic,” for example, Hoodfar discusses how women’s involvement in voluntary activities help spreading information on population control methods, coupled with the abovementioned enhancement of women's literacy level, led to their increased participation in public life. Yet despite countrywide improvements in health services and literacy rates of women (especially after the release of

the family planning policies) cultural and religious discourses continued to make distinct
categories for gender roles, restricting women’s roles to the domestic domain.\(^{47}\) In fact,
according to the scholar, “The government envisages gender roles that do not correspond with
those of Islamist women activists. In their view, much of what is presented is nothing but
patriarchy in ‘Islamic’ costume.”\(^{48}\)

Another prominent area of discussion within the scholarship on Iran’s family planning
program is the clerical authority’s role in shaping the public opinion toward the acceptance of
population control methods (for instance, contraceptive use) through their issuing of \textit{fatāwā}
and re-interpreting \textit{sharī’ah}. Amir H. Mehryar, Farzaneh Roudi, Akbar Aghajanian, and
Farzaneh Tajdini discuss the enormous political effort put in the first decade after the
establishment of the Islamic Republic of Iran (1979-1989) to introduce new family planning
policies based on several \textit{fatāwā} issued by Khomeini and other influential Shi’a clerics.
Moreover, with their researches, these scholars try to debunk the “The general impression
given by most foreign commentators on the IRI, that the Shiite clergy leading the Islamic
revolution were vehemently against family planning, and that all Family Planning services
were suspended after the revolution.”\(^{49}\) The scholars argue that the implementation of
pronatalist policies immediately after the triumph of the revolution in 1979 was due mainly
because of two reasons. First, the underestimation of overpopulation as a major social
problem of immediate relevance.\(^{50}\) Second, an increase in population number was perceived

\(^{48}\) Ibid., 17.
\(^{49}\) Amir H. Mehryar, Farzaneh Roudi, Akbar Aghajanian, and Farzaneh Tajdini, “Repression and Revival of the
Family Planning Program and its Impact on the Fertility Level and Demographic Transition In the Islamic Republic
\(^{50}\) Ibid., 5.
as a “comparative advantage” by the Iranian leadership in power and encouraged soon after the beginning of the Iraq-Iran war in 1981. The importance of the clerical authority’s role in the implementation of tanẓīm-i khānavādah policies represents a central argument in the works of Homa Hoodfar and Farzaneh Roudi Fahimi. They argue that Iranian policymakers who advocated the reintroduction of tanẓīm-i khānavādah were fully aware of the fact that clerics would play a fundamental role in building the national consensus of population control policies. In fact, both Hodfar and Fahimi describe how religious leaders succeeded in raising general knowledge and understanding of population questions by participating in public debates in nationally televised speeches, in Friday sermons or in scientific seminars focused on the birth control topic. Scholars such as Yaghoo Foroutan and Mohammad Jalal Abbasi-Shavazi have found a correlation between social and cultural factors impacting fertility rates and the population growth. For example, Foroutan discusses the association between religion and fertility rate, stating that, generally speaking, in traditional environments, the fertility rate is higher than in others. Nevertheless, after the establishment of the Islamic Republic in 1979, as Foroutan contends, an increase in literacy rates, urbanization, and the improvement of health facilities were largely responsible for demographic trends of decreases in family size and birth rate. The result of this study explains that the changes in family formation characteristics and the
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fall of the birth rate are strictly related to the changes of socio-economic factors. Similarly, Abbasi-Shavazi argues that government policies such as rural development, health improvement and the rise of literacy paved the way for a successful family planning program. However, the scholar also suggests that factors such as economic depression, experienced in Iran after the war with Iraq, high unemployment rate and high living costs played a major role in lowering the birth rate in the country in the last three decades.\(^\text{56}\)

Missing within these three aspects often highlighted in the literature is the interlocking relations of *tanẓīm-i khānāvādah*, nationalism and international relations and how population control policies are subject to changing dynamics of power. This discussion is however found in the disciplines of history and anthropology. Firoozeh Kashani-Sabet’s *Conceiving Citizens: Women and Politics of Motherhood in Iran* discusses how women’s emancipation, the evolution of hygiene and politics of birth control intersected with modernity and the development of the concept of nationhood in Iran from the Qajar and Pahlavi periods.\(^\text{57}\)

Similarly, anthropologist Rhoda Ann Kanaaneh, who studies Israeli population policies impacting Israeli Arabs in *Birthing the Nation: Strategies of Palestinian Women in Israel*, argues that Israel’s population control policies sought to limit Palestinian population growth given their fears of demographic shifts in favor of the Arabs.\(^\text{58}\) Similar to tactics and policies of other governments, primarily in Euro-America, “population” became a primary concern for formation of the nation-state and its export to Middle East was made possible through


There are also plentiful examples of efforts by states within the modern Middle East to maintain population policies in the face of rising nationalist sentiment. Birth control for instance became a serious issue in Egypt in the late 1950s, especially after Gamal Abdel Nasser (1918-1970) came to power in 1956. In 1962, Egypt’s own tanẓīm al-Usra (family planning) was founded and four years later, the country’s national family planning program was launched. These population control policies sought to limit the growth of the fertility rate and were also part of Nasser’s revolutionary regime commitment to social transformation and “modernization” of the country. In the same period, in Tunisia, debates in family law were taking place that highlighted issues such as colonialism, nationalism and Islamic identity. From 1930 to 1950 (when the most violent struggles against the French colonial state took place), Tunisian nationalist discourse emphasized the importance of the traditional family and women’s subordination to men. Policymakers also regulated family matter according to shari‘ah. However, a few months after the Declaration of Independence in 1956, the government headed by the nationalist president Habib Bourguiba (1903-2000) implemented the Code of Personal Status that reformed marriage, divorce, children custody, and inheritance curbing the legitimacy of the Islamic Law. This code promoted an ideal “modern family,” which was necessary, according to Bourguiba and his administration, to the development of modern Tunisia. Conversely, in Iran the population growth issue became an urgent concern.
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relatively late in comparison to the Egyptian and Tunisian cases. As discussed in the next chapter, the establishment of the Ministry of Health’s Family Planning Commission in 1967 was also part of the country’s modernization process under Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi (1940-1979). Moreover, like Egypt and Tunisia, “modernization” and the introduction of concepts such as the “welfare state” entailed a reformulation of the national identity and ideology.

CHAPTER TWO

This chapter examines the three most important historical phases concerning the introduction in Iran of tanzīm-i khānavādah and the implementation of population control policies. The first phase comprises of the period of time (from 1958 to 1979) when, under Mohammad Reza Shah Pahlavi, the Department of Health and Family Planning was established. Conversely, during the second phase (from 1979 to 1986), the Khomeini-led Islamic Republic dismantled


the country’s family planning program. The third phase (from 1986 to 1993) is marked by the rising debates about population control policies and the reintroduction of *tanẓīm-i khānavādah* that became critical issues for the Islamic Republic’s government.

**Efforts to Implement Family planning program from 1957 to 1979**

According to Sattareh Farman Farmaian (1921-2012), the debate about birth control policies in Iran began in 1958 when the first school of “social work” was opened in Tehran.  

Farman Farmaian, the founder of the school, contends that the main purpose of this private institution was to educate the population on family management and birth control devices.

Population growth was the most important social problem of Iran in that decade, yet the easy introduction of the program was impeded by the revered culture of childbearing in Iran. As a matter of fact, giving birth to a large number of children was a source of pride and social prestige; for rural families in particular, it was a form of economic security. Early marriage was a widespread custom and considered a formidable way to reduce the infertility level among women.

Nonetheless, the result of the 1966 national census, which determined that the country’s population growth rate had increased from 2.5 to 3 percent in the decade, convinced the Shah and his government to develop a family planning program and implement population policies.

One year later, the Department of Health and Family Planning was established within the
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Ministry of Health, headed by Amir Mansour Sardari. Committees of council on technical, educational, social, communication were also formed in order to cooperate with governmental, quasi-governmental and voluntary institutions, which aimed to promote the family planning program across Iran, placing a particular emphasis on rural areas. The Pahlavi government promoted the family program policy to its citizens to raise the overall economic status of the family and for a more sustainable economic welfare system.

Yet what was generally underestimated in the family planning program of the Pahlavi reforms was the importance of clerical support. No effort was made to obtain a formal fatwā regarding the usage of contraceptive methods that would have served as religious legitimation of the family planning measures. The Shah showed more interest in building strategic political alliances than in dealing with the clergy, who in that period were opposed to government reforms.

Nonetheless, from 1967 to 1979 the population control policies succeeded in decreasing the population growth rate from 3.17 to 2.7%, and in this period the estimated number of contraceptive users reached 1,358,000 of which 67% used government family planning services.

Family Planning after the 1979 Establishment of the Islamic Republic of Iran

After 1979, the population growth was not initially considered an urgent problem. The new
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government (the first administration was led by President Abolhassan Banisadr from 1980 to 1981) was primarily concerned with how to disentangle Iran from Western influence in order to enable independent technological development and economic growth. In this regard, the family planning program was suspended due to its close identification with the Shah (and with his twin sister, Princess Ashraf, who also headed the Iranian Women’s Organization). Western-trained technocrats—now deemed traitors—were also isolated and rendered redundant.

As soon as the Iran-Iraq war (1981-1988) began, the need for a population growth started to be explicitly promoted by Khomeini and many influential politicians (including the Prime Minister Mir-Hossein Mousavi and the speaker of the parliament and later president Hashemi Rafsanjani). An increase in the population number was perceived as a “comparative advantage” and as a way to balance the number of casualties caused by the war (the Iran’s estimated number of losses was about 300000). Thus, the administration of newly formed Islamic Republic, from 1979 to 1986, adopted a pronatalist position. In 1982, they amended the civil code, re-introducing early marriage by lowering the legal minimum age to 13 and 15 (from 15 and 18) for boys and girls, respectively. The government also introduced a “Universal Rational Program” that provided economic incentives for families. The bigger the size of a family was the more the program would cover their basic needs (including modern consumer goods as televisions and washing machines). Consequently, having a new
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child for a household meant having access to an additional part of the rationed goods.\textsuperscript{78}

The demand for a population growth was also based on the will of enhancing the Iranian military power of Iran. In fact, these initiatives were reflective of Ayatollah Khomeini’s vision for Iran as a future Islamic state composed of a “Twenty Million Man Army” that was able to defend the homeland against foreign aggressors and infidels.\textsuperscript{79}

**Reimplementation of the Family Planning Program (1986-1994)**

According to the 1986 national census, from 1976 to 1986, the population growth rate raised of 3.9\% per year reaching the number of 49 million.\textsuperscript{80} At first, this result was enthusiastically received and regarded as a gift sent by God for the prime minister of that time, Mir Hossein Mousavi.\textsuperscript{81} Nonetheless, the government soon realized that an uncontrollable population growth would endanger the future of the country. As a matter of fact, the costs of the Iran-Iraq war, together with massive immigration from the war zones to major cities and the financial consequences of the American embargos (the first sanctions were applied in 1979 and year by year intensified during the war), led to a dramatic economic crisis.\textsuperscript{82}

The Plan and Budget Organization (PBO), the agency which is responsible for monitoring the government funds and expenditures, highlighted the fact that national resources could not sufficiently sustain the welfare services promised in the constitution.\textsuperscript{83}

\textsuperscript{78} Ibid., 6-7.
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\textsuperscript{83} The importance of the creation and protection of full-fledged welfare state is stated in Article 29 of the constitution: “It is a universal right to enjoy social security and have benefits with respect to retirement, unemployment, old age, workers’ compensation, lack of guardianship, and
Moreover, ministers directly responsible for the provision of basic services as health, education, agriculture started becoming more and more aware of the dangerous implications of the high rate of the population growth on the already vulnerable economic condition of the country.\textsuperscript{84} The demographic data collected by the PBO was used to convince prominent political leaders that the implementation of population policies were fundamental for the country. The advocates of the family planning program were also aware that the clergy would have played a fundamental role in public acceptance of new family planning policies. Clerics were believed to rightfully hold not just high political positions but they were also the cultural vehicles through which national consensus could have been built.\textsuperscript{85} Although some influential religious leading figures continued to have persisting doubts regarding the religious permissibility of contraceptive use and distribution as well as other methods of birth control, others started to debate the importance of these population policies in weekly sermons; they also participated in scientific seminars focused on the topic, such as those on “population and development” held in 1988 Mashhad and also in Isfahan a year later, however on “Islam and Family Planning”.\textsuperscript{86}

Yet in this process, Ayatollah Khomeini’s contribution to the content, direction, and scope of \textit{tanzâm-i khânavâdah} (such as the legitimacy of contraceptives according to Islam) has been underestimated. The Program was only accepted by the government after the health destitution. In case of accidents and emergencies, everyone has the right to health and medical treatments through insurance or other means. In accordance with the law, the government is obliged to use the proceeds from the national income and public contributions to provide the abovementioned services and financial support for each and every one of the citizens”, “Constitution of the Islamic Republic of Iran,” \url{http://www.alaviandassociates.com/documents/constitution.pdf}. \textsuperscript{84} Farzaneh Roudi Fahimi, “Iran’s Family Planning Program: Responding to a Nation’s Need.” 2.
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minister Kazem Sami (1938-1988), who was aware of the deleterious consequences of a high population growth rate, succeeded in obtaining in June 1979 a fatwā from Khomeini, which legitimized the use of contraceptive methods. The fatwā stated, “If the use of these methods does not expose women to any health problem (or harm) and it is also approved by her husband, [their use] to solve the problems [mentioned in the report] is religiously permissible.” Other fatwas were issued by the Supreme Leader in 1980 but due to the challenges of the Iran-Iraq war beginning in 1981, the family planning program was deprioritized in the political and religious agenda.

This changed in 1988 when the Guardian Council, a 12-member institution in charge of ensuring the “compatibility of the legislation passed by the Islamic Consultative Assembly with the laws of Islam,” affirmed “there is no Islamic objection (or legal barrier) to family planning.” This allowed the government to put into practice and to legislate freely for the reintroduction of population policy in Iran. In 1991 a “Family Planning Program Committee” was established within the Ministry of Health and Medical Education headed by the minister of health. The commission included the ministers from Education, Higher Education, Labor and Social Affairs, Culture and Islamic Guidance, and Planning and Budget, as well as the head of the Civil Registration Organization of the Ministry of Interior. The preparation of a new Family Planning Bill was made possible and effective by the simultaneous interactions of religious, political, medical, cultural and economic institutions. The tasks that the committee
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planned to pursue are summarized in the Ministry of Planning and Budget’s first Socioeconomic Development Plan in 1989.\footnote{Ibid., 10.}

In this very plan, three important points concerning population control policies are discussed in the introduction: 1) encouragement in the adoption of all the appropriate measures in order to limit the population growth; 2) promotion of public health in order to limit maternal mortality; 3) encouragement of including women in social, economic and cultural fields.\footnote{“Appendix 1.” in The First Plan of Economic, Social and Cultural Development of the Islamic Republic of Iran (1989-1993) Bill (Tehran, Iran: Plan and Budget Press, 1989).} Interestingly, \textit{tanžīm-i khānawādah} was not meant purely as a means to reduce the population but as a basis for supporting individual choices of families with health and educational services provided for both couples who had difficulties conceiving children as well as for those who desired to limit their family size.

The Family Planning Bill was finally ratified by the parliament in 1993. According to the first article, the law affirmed that all the social benefits given to families according to the numbers of their children would not include the fourth and later children born one year after the passage of the bill. The second article entrusted the ministries of education, culture, higher education, health and medical education, and Islamic culture and guidance with different tasks. Firstly, the ministry of education would be obliged with incorporating educational material on population and mother and child health care in school curriculum. Secondly, the ministries of culture and higher education and health and medical education were required to add the subject of family planning in all educational levels, including the universities. Thirdly, the ministry of Islamic culture and guidance would have to ensure the active cooperation with
journalists, film-makers and artists in tanẓīm-i khānāvādah in order to increase the general public awareness on the subject.

Lastly, the third article of the Family Planning Bill demanded to the Islamic Republic of Iran Broadcasting (IRIB) develop broadcast radio and television programs with the intention of increasing public awareness about children’s and women’s health care. 92 This law was implemented in order to achieve the following three goals outlined by the family planning committee in 1991: encouraging a spacing of three or four years between pregnancies; discouraging teenage pregnancy; establishing a new trend in the estimate Iranian’s family size by encouraging couples to reduce the number of children per family to three. 93

Despite these positive and encouraging efforts, there were points in the newly reformed tanẓīm-i khānāvādah open to criticism. The most significant one is that the family planning program mainly targeted married couples but did not take in account the needs of unmarried persons who represented a large proportion of the total population. As a consequence, their inaccessibility to the health and educational services has since led to a lack of awareness on contraceptive use; this has resulted in heightened risks of unwanted pregnancies and sexually transmitted infections. 94

Still, the achievements of tanẓīm-i khānāvādah in the period from 1986 to 2006 exceeded the government’s expectations. In fact, the fertility rate dropped from 6 children per woman in 1986 to 2 in 2006. This result is consistent with other socio-economic changes

occurred to the Iranian population in these years, such as: the increase in the literacy rate for women; the improvement and development of new health care services across Iran; and a significant decrease in infant mortality rate.\(^{95}\) Moreover, these policies, together with the cultural and religious support, succeeded in creating new values regarding family size and norms. According to academic and demographic studies (studied by Homa Hodfar, Yagoob Fourutan and Amir H. Mehryar, Farzaneh Roudi, to name but a few), most Iranians now consider two children as the ideal number of children per family; this would ensure the parents’ economic ease.\(^{96}\) Moreover, social prestige was no longer based, generally speaking, on the quantity of children per family but rather on quality of life (namely how healthy and educated they are).\(^{97}\)

The success of tanžīm-i khānavādah, from 1993 to 2006, was based on government success in adapting population control policies according to the demands of each period; this necessarily involved pragmatically revisiting religious and ideological values, which were first propagated soon after the revolution, and altering them in accordance to the country’s changing economic realities.\(^ {98}\)

And yet, a rupture in the national consensus of the family planning program was evident in 2006, when Ahmadinejad spoke about reforming this program altogether in official speeches and instituting economic reforms. As I argue in the following chapter, Ahmadinejad did so with the purposes of returning to the Islamic Republic’s constitutional values and

\(^{95}\) Hoodfar “Devices and Desires,” 14.


CHAPTER THREE

This chapter examines how Mahmoud Ahmadinejad, during his presidency (2005-2013), began to promote Iran’s population growth and to propose the reversal of its population control policies. I argue that Ahmadinejad employed certain strategies to paint a skeptical picture of the state’s family planning program—some of which include questioning its legitimacy by inserting it into an anti-imperialist narrative. Second, I discus how he highlighted the potential economic dangers that an under-populated country would face in the future and, at the same time, his administration implemented incentives and prizes in order to boost population growth. Lastly, Ahmadinejad successfully managed to link the perspective of these “economic dangers” with a more impressive threat: the end of Iran’s economic
independence. Finally, I contend that the reversal of the family planning program is consistent with the reinforcement of nationalist tendencies of the last decade, which is framed in one, an alleged return of the revolutionary and two, in the economic independence from the “imperialist powers.”

The Beginning of the Reversal of the Family Planning Program

On April 28, 2006 at a conference held marking the occasion of the National Day of the Islamic councils (rūz-i millī -i shūrā-hā-yi islāmī), Ahmadinejad spoke publicly for the first time against the policies of tanẓīm-i khānavādah, declaring: “Why should we put laws or say that we cannot afford to have more than two children, this is a materialistic thought […] the West gave us the slogan, ‘two children are enough’, but now you see in which conditions they are. Westerners have problems. Because the growth of their population is negative, they are concerned that if our population increases, we will eventually triumph over them.”

Four years later, in an April 2010 interview broadcast on national television, the president foretold of significant and dangerous consequence that the continuing of these policies on population control would bear on Iran’s future. The risks would entail a huge burden on state social security funds due to the reduction in the elderly population and the exponential rise in the number of pensioners. Along this line of thinking, an ageing population would gradually lead to a decrease in the labor force and a subsequent economic depression. The government would eventually be unable to sustain the demand of a large and unproductive part of the population

and would be obliged to rely on immigrants. Hence, Iran’s coveted economic independence would be compromised.

Clearly, the rhetoric that the former president used in this conference is not new and has its roots in the powerful narrative of anti-imperialism that has shaped Iran’s post-revolutionary regime identity. Similar criticisms on *tanẓīm-i khānavādah* already began to appear once the administration sought to implement it in 1988. Nevertheless, this time in 2012 Ahmadinejad effectively managed to draw the attention of the press, political establishment, and finally Supreme Leader Khamenei, therefore, rendering the policies of population control a contentious national issue. What Ahmadinejad provoked with such declarations was a major ideological rupture with the politics of *tanẓīm-i khānavādah*, hitherto heralded both inside Iran and internationally.

The rising importance of *tanẓīm-i khānavādah* for the Ahmadinejad administration during both his mandates (from 2005 to 2013) can be understood only if one recognizes that for the Iranian government, family matters are never ideologically and politically neutral. As I mentioned in the previous chapter, the intentions of the family planning program were not only limited to decreasing the size of the Iranian population, but they also included the enhancement of health services and the distribution of contraceptives. The program involved all the apparatuses of the state (such as the religious, political and economic sectors) toward three specific goals: first and foremost, the creation of a sustainable welfare system according to the constitution, impossible to obtain in an overpopulated country; secondly, the
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enhancement of the quality of life and of the standards of the society (and therefore more accessibility to health services and education for all the social strata and particularly to women); lastly and more importantly, that this social and economic development should occur in conformity with the parallel reinforcement of Islamic values and norms. In other words, tanẓīm-i khānavādah was, and continues to be, highly politicized and wrapped in the cultural and economic conditions of the country.

The Rhetoric of the Ahmadinejad’s “New Islamic Revolution”

Ahmadinejad’s victory in the March 2005 presidential election represented the rise to power of the so-called “principalists” (āṣūlgārāyān) faction, which emphasizes the necessity of returning to the revolutionary values propagated by Ayatollah Khomeini, especially the need for Iran’s economic independence from foreign powers. In fact, in the fifth chapter of Iran’s Constitution (specifically Articles 43-55), it is made clear that one of the aims of the state is the “prevention of foreign economic domination over the country's economy.” According to the āṣūlgārāyān, the previous government of President Khatami had moved away from this principle by implementing laws that allowed the flow of foreign investments into Iran. The 2002 Foreign Investment Promotion and Protection Act, endorsed by the Manager and Planning Organization of Iran (MPO) and drafted to attract capital from outside Iran in order to obtain new technologies and aid the industrial development, was criticized as pro-western.

Conservatives maintained that, first of all, the law was anti-constitutional since it put no
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limits on the share that a foreign investor could hold.\textsuperscript{107} Secondly, the potential participation of Iran in the global market was seen as a threat inasmuch as it put in jeopardy the economic independence of the Islamic Republic.

The reaction of the principalists to Khatami’s reforms shaped what constituted the dominant discourse of the Ahmadinejad government. The “New Islamic Revolution,” as Ahmadinejad defined his 2005 victory, meant for the conservatives mostly three factors: more social equality in the country; economic independence and technological development; and the reinforcement of the revolutionary values as established in the Constitution.\textsuperscript{108} Many important features of this ideology, which gradually constructed the identity of the post-revolutionary Iran, were outlined by two intellectuals, Jalal al-e Ahmad (d.1969) and Ali Shariati (d.1977). The former developed, in one his most famous works from 1962, \textit{Gharbzadegī} (translated as “Westoxification” or “Occidentosis”), a complex description of a cultural and identity decadence in Iranian society during the Pahlavi period. \textit{Gharbzadegī} is defined as a sort of parasite that destroys the body which occupies from within. According to Al-e Ahmad, this crisis is due to the ideological influence and aggressive economic exploitation over the Iranian territory by imperialist powers, namely the United States and Europe.\textsuperscript{109} What is worse is that many Iranians seem to have unhesitatingly embraced this intrusion, therefore giving form to a grotesque and enslaved nation. This work served as wake-up call and as an intellectual support for the revolutionary generation which not only
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wanted to depose the Shah (the most infamous *Gharbzidah*) but also to rid Iran of intrusive western elements. The ideology of *Gharbzadigī* generated a multitude of simplistic dichotomies. It basically splits the world in two distinct groups: the exploiters (the pro-westerners are included) and the exploited.\textsuperscript{110}

Public intellectual and sociologist Ali Shariati gave a more sophisticated and detailed vision of Iranian identity in his public and university lectures, and specified which values Iran must struggle to embrace and reject. Shariati argued that the application of either the capitalistic or communist systems in Iran was completely inadequate. To him, capitalism favors social inequality and exploitation and transforms people into mere consumers. Shariati also harshly criticized communism because of its complete lack of spirituality, which he thought was an integral and necessary part of a human being.\textsuperscript{111} Instead of these two systems, Iranians should find their unique identity grounded in Shia Islamic values, providing that they were thoroughly aware of how tradition could be variously misinterpreted. This “Islamic revivalism,” if applied on a large scale, would lead to joining social equality with religiosity. Moreover, Shariati provided for the post-revolutionary discourse a significant dichotomy similar to that of al-e Ahamad’s. In the former’s version, the social classes are polarized and divided into two categories: *mustazafân* and *mustakbarân* (oppressed and oppressors, respectively). However, Shariati promoted a significant way to overcome this class struggle--namely sacrifice, recalling the Husain’s martyrdom in Karbala. The true believer would have the moral duty to perpetuate the social struggle and include sacrifice in his daily life against the oppressors. Shariati’s works as well as those of al-e Ahmad had a great impact on
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the revolutionary ideology of the Islamic Republic. For instance, the sentence “Every place should be turned into Karbala, every month into Moharram, and every day into Ashura” became a slogan during the Iran-Iraq War,\textsuperscript{112} and the mustaẓafān and mustakbarān rhetoric is often used to identify the enemy and, for contrast, the Iranian self. Hence, the oppressors are the “godless,” or “satanic” inspired powers (the United States, Europe and Israel); the oppressed, the righteous followers of the sharī‘ah, Islamic law (in this case, the Islamic Republic of Iran in particular and the Shiites in general).\textsuperscript{113}

This anti-imperialist ideology served as one of the fundamental backbones upon which the constitution was conceived. For instance, Article 3 includes, as one of the most important duties of the state, “the complete elimination of imperialism and the prevention of foreign influence.”\textsuperscript{114} The rejection of the economic, political and cultural influence of oppressive powers is repeated and emphasized throughout all the constitutional text and in Article 154 there is a clear reference of the ongoing struggle between oppressors and oppressed.\textsuperscript{115} In fact, the article states that “accordingly [the Islamic Republic of Iran] while scrupulously refraining from all forms of interference in the internal affairs of other nations, it supports the just struggles of the mustaẓafān against the mustakbarān in every corner of the globe.”\textsuperscript{116}
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Likewise, the struggle between oppressed and oppressors has been incorporated inside the hegemonic political narrative of the state and has been reproduced almost systematically: as an immediate example, in the management of the Iran’s diplomatic relationships.

As Maaike Warnaar argues, “The world view communicated by Iran’s leaders during Ahmadinejad’s presidency was one that draws on the historical experiences, primarily the experiences with what has been perceived as meddling West, and the continuous attempts by Western powers to undermine the interests of the Iranian people.”

In fact, if the domestic policies under Ahmadinejad were primarily oriented toward achieving Iran’s economic independence, international affairs were entirely dominated by a general mistrust and anti-western sentiment. The Iranian foreign policy and domestic discourse is permeated by what Abrahamian has described the “paranoid style” in Iranian politics, meaning the conspiratorial interpretations of history and politics or the belief that someone (the “enemy” forces of the United States, Europe and Israel) tries constantly to manipulate the Iran’s domestic affair.

If it is true that conspiracy theories are an universal phenomenon, what makes the Iranian case unique is that, as Houchang E. Chehabi argues, they resonates also in the works of well-known and influential Iranian historians. According to the scholar, Iranian historical narratives, infused by conspiracy theories, can be divided in two main groups: particularistic and universalistic. While in the first group Western powers are accused to compete for
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influence in Iran, in the second global forces are constantly at work to prevent the country from attaining its political, cultural, military and religious superiority.\textsuperscript{120}

The “paranoid style” has remained persistent in Iranian politics and it is used instrumentally to keep the country in a state of constant alertness to outside threat. As Ahmad Ashraf maintains, conspiracy theories are even more appealing and effective as a defense mechanism during period of powerlessness, defeat and turmoil because it gives the responsibility of domestic socio-economic failure to external and hostile powers.\textsuperscript{121}

The advocates of pronatalist line of thinking made full use of the conspiratorial argument in order to destabilize the population control policies. For instance, a 2012 billboard issued by the government, \textit{khānivādah Īrānī} (Iranian Family), depicts a puzzle-like picture of an Iranian family with 15 missing pieces.\textsuperscript{122} These pieces are the main principles according to which the new policies on population control must be redefined (such as, the reinforcement of the Iranian identity, the respect of elders, and the protection of young couples). Under the title is written: “For the enemies the best thing is that Iran becomes a country with a population of twenty or thirty millions, and that the half of it composed by elders, middle aged people and pensioners. This is for them the best thing to do. And for this purpose, they make plans and spend money on them. We have to change our trend in opposition to that trend (\textit{the western one}). A trend that has to be right, logical and wise.”\textsuperscript{123} Here, the Western influence on the population control policies and the danger of an ageing nation have become the two main

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{120} Ibid., 157.
\item \textsuperscript{121} Ahmad Ashraf, “Conspiracy Theories,” in \textit{Encyclopaedia Iranica}, last updated October 28, 2011, \url{http://www.iranicaonline.org/articles/conspiracy-theories}.
\item \textsuperscript{122} See cover page of this thesis, 2.
\item \textsuperscript{123} The picture of the billboard \textit{khanevadeh Iran-i} (see cover page, 2.) can be found online in: “\textit{Khanevadeh Iran-i}” (Iranian Family), \textit{Farhangnews}, last accessed, 17/06/2015, \url{http://www.farhangnews.ir/sites/default/files/content/images/story/93-03/10/78234-233247-1401513791.jpg}.
\end{itemize}
points that pronatalists emphasize in the media. As an example, on the 22th of August 2012, the newspaper Risālāt dedicated an entire page to the topic of decreasing the fertility rate in the article, “The Influence of the Western Lifestyle in the Country’s Population” (Tāsīr-i Sabk-i Zindīgī-i Gharbī dar Vaẓ’īyat-i Jamīat -i Kishvar). According to the article: “For the Iranian, Islamic culture, having only one child per family is not praiseworthy. This shows that the only child trend has roots in a foreign culture. For this reason, some experts are convinced that the influence of the western lifestyle caused the decrease in the fertility rate.”

A second article, entitled “Pīrī, Tahdīdī Barāyi Jamīat -i Īrānī” (Old Age, a threat for the Iranian Society) made similar claims: “The populations in many of the European countries are old. As a consequence they need to entrust their labor force to immigration policies and integration….the crisis of the decreasing population in Iran is a serious issue. And if the population control policies do not change, in the future we will face plenty of political and social problems.”

Economic and Political Strategies of the Reversal of the Family Planning Program

The Ahmadinejad administration tried to launch in the Majlis two economic reforms that are arguably pronatalist. Although they did not in content and form affect the policies of the family planning program, they did promote a top-down initiative to encourage marriage among its population. In fact, soon after his election, Ahmadinejad submitted in October 2005 the bill for the sandūq-i mihr-i inām rezā (Imam Reza Love Fund), which aimed to provide

---

124 Both the articles “Tāsīr-i Sabk-i Zindīgī-i Gharbī dar Vaẓ’īyat-i Jamīat -i Kishvar” (The Influence of the Western Lifestyle in the Country’s Population) and “Pīrī, Tahdīdī Barāyi Jamīat -i Īrānī” (Old Age, a threat for the Iranian Society), can be found in the newspaper Risālāt dated 22 August 2012 on page 7, available also online, http://www.magiran.com/ppdf/nppdf/2829/p0282976190071.pdf.
loans for younger generations in order to help them with finding employment and alleviating high marriage costs and housing expenses.\textsuperscript{125} The bill in its initial draft was not accepted since there was wide political opposition and skepticism towards it, especially from the Budget and Planning Organization (as a semi-independent institution). As a matter of fact, the establishment of the fund was supposed to be financed from Iran’s foreign exchange reserves (30% of it) but with little information on how this amount of money would be allocated and monitored. Despite these significant obstacles, Ahmadinejad managed to form an alternative fund involving institutions completely independent from the government and under the responsibility of small group of trusted advisors.\textsuperscript{126} Clearly, the decision of naming the fund after the eighth Shiite Imam shows this pronatalist program intended to be connoted with a religious framing. (However, it is worth mentioning that the president of Iran’s Central Bank in February 2015 finally succeeded in changing the name of the fund to \textit{sandīq -i Kārāfarīn}, maintaining that the name of one of the holiest Shiite Imams was not appropriate for a financial institution.)\textsuperscript{127}

The second reform was introduced by the parliament in 2012, the last year of Ahmadinejad’s presidency. This time the name of the bill was \textit{sandīq -i aṭīah farzandān} (Fund for the Future of the Children), which intended to allocate 950 dollars for each newborn in a government bank account. Children would receive 95 dollars each year until they reached the age of 18 when they could access this money for marital or educational purposes.\textsuperscript{128}

\textsuperscript{125} Pesaran, \textit{Iran’s Struggle For Economic Independence}, 172.
\textsuperscript{126} Ibid., 172-173.
\textsuperscript{127} “\textit{Nam-i mihr-i imām rezā ’avaz shod}” (Name of the Imam Reza Love Fund Has Changed), Isna, last updated 10/02/2015, \url{http://www.isna.ir/fa/news/93112111745/%D9%86%D8%A7%D9%85-%D8%B5%D9%86%D8%A F%D9%88%D9%82-%D9%85%D9%87%D8%B1-%D8%A7%D9%85-%D8%B1%D8%B6 %D8%A7-%D8%B9-%D9%88%D8%B6-%D8%B4%D8%AF}.
\textsuperscript{128} “‘One Million Toman for Each Newborn’ Has its Roots in a Historical Perspective for Ahmadinejad,” Asiran, last updated, 10/04/2010,
parliament did not approve this plan, which again was criticized for its lack of certainty and clarity on how the fund would be financed. Apparently, Ahmadinejad faced the most challenges from state institutions and analysts that handled management and economic related issues. The president could not entirely consolidate his own influence within this sphere, although he succeeded in dissolving the Management and Planning Organization in 2007 (re-established again in 2013) and chose to trust small groups of personal advisors for budgetary issues.

The government’s move to promote marriage among Iranian youth can be viewed as a reaction to the dramatic fall in marriage rates of the 2000s. As a matter of fact, demographic studies demonstrate that the average age of marriage increased from 23.8 to 26.8 for men and 19.6 to 23.6 for women from 1986 to 2013. Moreover, according to Iran’s National Organization for Civil Registration, 48% of women and 46% of men are at their marriage age cannot afford to marry yet. In a country where the 55% of the population is under the age of 30, this data is undoubtedly alarming. Although conservative members of the parliament often point out that one of the main reasons for this crisis is due to the influence of the western and

http://www.asriran.com/fa/news/107413/%D9%87%D8%B1-%D9%86%D9%88%D8%B2%D8%A7%D8%AF-%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D9%85%DB%8C%DA%99%84%DB%8C%D9%88%D9%86-%D8%A9%D9%88%D9%85%DB%8C%DA%A9-%D9%85%DB%8C%DA%99%84%DB%8C%D9%88%D9%86-%D8%A9%D9%88%D9%85%AF%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%AE%DB%8C-%D8%A7%D8%AD%D9%85%DB%8C-%D9%86%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%AF%DA%82%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%AF%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%AE%DB%8C-%D8%A7%D8%AD%D9%85%DB%8C-%D9%86%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%AF%DA%82%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%D8%B2%DA%A9%DB%82-%D8%A7%DB%8C%DA%99%85%AF%DA%AF%D8%A7%D9%87-%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%B1%DB%8C%D8%AE%DB%8C-%D8%A7%D8%AD%D9%85%DB%8C-%D9%86%D8%A7%D8%AF-%D8%AF%DA%82%DB%8C%DA%99%85%
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“corrupted ideology” in Iran, a closer look at economic data reveals that marriage and financial crises are interrelated. For example, during both Ahmadinejad mandates, the inflation rate experienced an average of 17% every year, exceeding of 20% in 2011 and 2012. As a chain reaction, the housing prices grew exponentially, shifting from an average annual rent of 10000 riyals in 2000 to 80000 riyals per square meter (respectively 0.34 and 2.78 US$) in 2011 in Tehran. Moreover, the high unemployment rate in addition to the high dowry price set for a marriage, have certainly prevented and/or discouraged young couples from marrying.

The marriage crisis represents one inevitable consequence of the economic depression that hit Iran during this last decade, caused also by the increasing number of economic sanctions imposed by the U.S and Europe. Unfortunately, the strategies employed by Ahmadinejad to gain public support by promoting social equality and also to consolidate Iran’s coveted economic independence were ultimately unsuccessful. Both the șandūq-i mihr-i imām rezā and the șandūq -i aṭīah farzandān were rejected. Although the former was created under a different non-governmental form, it did not yield the expected results. As a matter of fact, the population growth has remained constant: in 2005, it was 1.2% ; in 2013, 1.3%. Moreover, unmarried couples do not seem willing to marry given such unstable economic conditions.

---

In August 2011, Marzieh Vahid Dastjerdi, the Minister of Health during the second Ahmadinejad administration (2009-2011), claimed, “The budget for the population control program has been fully eliminated and such a project no longer exists in the health ministry. The policy of population control does not exist as it did previously.” Her statement illustrated the government’s intention to terminate *tanzīm-i khānavādah* policies; it also expressed some confidence that the administration had the effective power to do so. And yet, according to the official data published by the Ministry of Health, it appears that the budget allocated for those expenditures was restored to US$ 4.8 million in 2013. As a matter of fact, the government could not ban altogether the *tanzīm-i khānavādah* fund, firstly because a large part of the maternal health care was still based on it. Secondly, some of the activities of the family planning, such as sex education in schools and in health care centers as well as the distribution of contraceptives, had been extended to cover issues related to sexually transmitted diseases like HIV/AIDS.

Surprisingly, Khamenei and the most prominent members of the clerical establishment did not announce their religious and political opinions on Ahmadinejad’s intentions of reversing the *tanzīm-i khānavādah* until 2012.

As will be investigated in the following chapter, the reason why Khamenei’s speech was held in that year is not a mere coincidence. As a matter of fact, one must take into account
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138 “Būdjah 13 Mīlārdī Barā-yi Kuntrul-i Jam ‘īr” (A Budget of 13 Billion Tīmān for Population Control), *Aftabnews*, last modified September 30, 2013, [http://aftabnews.ir/fa/news/212580/%D8%A8%D9%88%D8%AF%D8%AC%D9%87-%DB%B1%DB%B3-%D9%85%DB%8C%D9%84%DB%8C%D8%A7%DB%81%DB%8F%DB%8C-%D8%A8%DB%B1%DB%A7%DB%8C-%DA%A9%D9%86%D8%AA%DB%81%D9%84-%D8%AC%D9%85%DB%B9%DB%8C%D8%AA](http://aftabnews.ir/fa/news/212580/%D8%A8%D9%88%D8%AF%D8%AC%D9%87-%DB%B1%DB%B3-%D9%85%DB%8C%D9%84%DB%8C%D8%A7%DB%81%DB%8F%DB%8C-%D8%A8%DB%B1%DB%A7%DB%8C-%DA%A9%D9%86%D8%AA%DB%81%D9%84-%D8%AC%D9%85%DB%B9%DB%8C%D8%AA)

two important events that occurred in Iran in 2012: the application of the EU sanctions against Iran in response to its nuclear activities, and the end of the political tug-of-war between Ahmadinejad and Khamenei in favor of the latter. The tension that emerged between the two political leaders is important since it reveals not only that there was a deep ideological divergence within the right-wing, but also that the political system was losing its stability. This coupled with the worsening of the country’s economic condition during the second mandate of President Ahmadinejad (2009-2013) resulted in a loss of government credibility and popular support. Therefore, I argue that the Khamenei’s call for a population growth can be read as a demonstration of strength during a period of domestic and international crisis.

CHAPTER FOUR

In the last two years of the Ahmadinejad administration, the Iranian regime was experiencing a growing crisis of legitimacy both domestically and internationally. The failure of the former
president’s economic reforms together with the increase of financial, economic, and military sanctions, imposed by the international community, culminated in a major financial crisis. The credibility of the government was also negatively affected after the revelation of the 2011 Iranian embezzlement scandal, in which Ahmadinejad’s office was said to be involved. In this chapter I argue that Ayatollah Khamenei’s endorsement to reverse the family planning program and to encourage Iran’s population growth represents the regime’s effort to communicate both to Iranians and to the international community that Iran could still attain its revolutionary goal of self-sufficiency and economic independency.

In this chapter I hypothesize first that the reason why the Supreme Leader did not publicly support Ahmadinejad’s pronatalist stance before 2012 was because of an ideological conflict that emerged between the two leaders. In subsequent sections, I conduct a discourse analysis of two Khamenei speeches in which he defines the policies of tanzīm-i khānāvādah as a political mistake of the past and as a western conspiracy. In the last section I argue that these claims can be read as a response to the 2012 worsening of the Iranian nuclear crisis that led the country to political isolation and an economic asphyxiation.

Khamenei and Ahmadinejad Rift

140 The embezzlement in 2011 (of approximately 2.6/3 billion of tūmān) involved primarily the financial conglomerate of Amir Mansour Arya Investment Development Company headed by Amir Mansour Khosravi (executed in 2014). Allegedly, the Arya group after having falsified letters of credit from at least seven Iranian state and private banks, used them in order to acquire other financial assets and to purchase state owned companies. Reportedly, Melli Bank and other banks issued loans to the Arya group without checking the validity of the letters and the Central Bank failed to monitor these transactions. More significantly, the scandal reveled also high level of corruption within the government and involved Ahmadinejad and his closest political ally and former president’s chief of staff, Esfandiar Rahim Mashaei. Accusations began to appear that the Money and Credit Council was filled with Mashaei associates that were either lax in oversight or supportive of the loans. See, Keven Harris, “Iran’s massive Banking scandal,” in The Iran Primer, posted in October 16, 2011, http://iranprimer.usip.org/blog/2011/oct/16/iran%E2%80%99s-massive-banking-scandal; Arash Karami, “Ahmadinejad’s chief of staff accused of links to embezzlement” in Al-Monitor, Posted August 6, 2015, http://www.al-monitor.com/pulse/originals/2015/08/mashaei-embezzlement-ahmadinejad.html.
From the day of the Ahmadinejad’s speech in 2006 on *rūz-i millī -i shūrā-hā-yi islāmī*, until the 24th of July 2012, when Khamenei addressed a speech on the occasion of the Ramadan, the Supreme Leader and the most prominent members of the clergy did not claim whether they agreed or disagreed with the president’s intentions for *tanẓīm-i khānavādah*. Clearly, Ahmadinejad’s harsh criticism against it had daringly touched upon a contentious political and religious issue. After all, one of the fundamental keys that successfully led the parliament to approve the Family Planning Law in 1993 was the clerical contribution.

Accordingly, when Ahmadinejad questioned the validity of the family planning establishment, he implicitly questioned its religious legitimacy. Perhaps the president’s cumbersome interference with religious issues and his insubordination towards the clerical hierarchies, which happened during his second and last mandate (2009-2013) may have led the Supreme Leader and the clergy not to pronounce themselves on the on the topic of the reversal of the family planning. As a matter of fact, after the second victory of the ābādgarān party in the 2009 election, it initiated a political rift between both men that ultimately revealed deep ideological differences in the conservative wing of Iranian politics.

To begin with, as soon as Ahmadinejad was elected, he appointed as his vice-president Esfandiar Rahim Mashaei, a controversial politician and close ally who had always been accused of being a secular nationalist and anti-establishment thinker.141 Ayatollah Khamenei publicly demanded that the President remove Mashaei from this position, but for the first time in the history of the Islamic Republic, Ahmadinejad ignored the request of the Supreme Leader and resisted implementing the order for a week.142 However, the

---

Mashaei-Ahmadinejad alliance did not terminate after his dismissal from the cabinet. Indeed, Mashaei began to articulate a new version of Iranian nationalist ideology that he called *Maktab-i Īrānī* (Iranian School of Thought), a concept that was later adopted also by the president himself.

At a ceremony and gathering of Iranian expatriates on 5 August 2010, Mashaei explained the notion of the *Maktab-i Īrānī*, stating: “From now on we must introduce the world to the Iranian school of thought. Iran is the place in which faith has appeared; the history of Iran is filled with faith; the land of Iran has always been a place in which faith has appeared; Why? Because it has always been the site in which science and knowledge were manifest.” Endorsing this ideology, Ahmadinejad protected Mashaei from the accusations of secular nationalism during a press conference held a day later, explaining: “‘Iranian School of Thought’ is not based on nationalism because today, Iran is not a single geography, a nation, a people or a tribe; rather it is a school of thought a path...Iran means justice, worship of God, freedom, and the road to freedom.” Nonetheless, the clergy, including significant members such as Ayatollah Ka’bi and Ahmad Khatami, denounced these claims and rejected the *Maktab-i Īrānī* altogether.

The reasoning for this ideological rejection, as Ahmad Khatami recalled during a Friday sermon, that Ayatollah Khomeini denounced nationalism as against Islam, God’s law and the *qur’ān*. Secondly, even though both Ahmadinejad and Mashaei emphasize faith and

---


144 Ibid., 193.

Islam as fundamental to their ideological positions, they *de facto* relegate Islam to a secondary position after the Iranian nation. According to Ayatollah Ka’bi, “People who seek an Iranian Islam, their ideas are deviant. We seek an Iran which is devoted to Islam not an Islam that is at service of Iran.”

Consequently, the right and conservative wing party split into two factions: the Khamenei supporters led by Ali Larijani, Speaker of the Majlis, and the neo-principalists referred by the former as belonging to “the deviant current” (*or jaryān-i inhirafī*). In addition, Ahmadinejad, Mashaei and their inner circle launched another daring provocation in their speeches by invoking the *Mahdī*, the Twelfth Imam who is believed to have disappeared in 873 A.D. This was a very risky claim to make, considering that one of the fundamental notions upon which the Constitution of the Islamic Republic is based, is the *Vilāyat-i faqih* (Mandate of the Jurists). According to this precept, Islamic jurists are religiously legitimized to govern during the *Ghaibat* (Occultation or Absence) of the *Mahdī* as his vicars. Ayatollah Khomeini developed this Shiite doctrine in order to legitimize what the scholar Said Amir Arjomand calls the “sovereignty of the jurists” or the viceregency of the clerical establishment during the occultation period. The Supreme Leader and the clergy must guide and interpret the Islamic law emanated by God until the return of the *Mahdī* on earth who, according to the Twelver Shi’ite tradition, will restore a perfect Islamic society.

---
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However Ahmadinejad repeatedly affirmed in his speeches that the moment of the Mahdī’s return was coming. On September 24, 2010 in a television interview broadcast on Fox News, when the reporter Eric Shawn asked the president whether he believed that the Mahdi would return on Earth, the latter answered, “Sooner than what you think.” These claims enrag ed both clerics and Khamenei’s supporters, firstly because according to them, Ahmadinejad did not possess any kind of spiritual and religious credibility that would give him the right to utter such a significant prediction. Secondly, these claims were seen as a strategy carried out by the “deviant current” to de-emphasize the role and importance of Ayatollah Khamenei.

This ideological and political struggle within the conservative groups ended in the last two years of the second mandate of the President in favor of Khamenei. As a matter of fact, Ahmadinejad lacked broad political support in this confrontation. More importantly, all the military and intelligence officials publicly supported the Supreme Leader. Consequently, on May 2011, 25 people associated with the inner circle of the “deviant current” were arrested, including the prayer leader of the previous President and head of the Presidential Cultural Committee, Hojatoleslam Abbas Amirifar, after he produced a film called *Zuhūr Bisyār Nazdīk Ast* (the Appearance is Near).

In view of these considerations, Ahmadinejad’s attack against *tanzīm-i khānāvādah* may have been interpreted by the clerical authority as just another interference of the
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150 “Who is Imam Mahdi, Let’s Ask Ahmadinejad” posted on Youtube 04/02/2013, [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyPP1PkaTT0](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=vyPP1PkaTT0).


President in a political decision that had been religiously legitimized two decades earlier. Nonetheless, Khamenei, on October 10, 2012 in Bojnord, the capital city of the Northern Khorasan province, stated the following: “If we can protect this young generation, the generation that we have today, for the future ten-twenty years and for the future periods and phases of this country, they will be able to solve all the problems/difficulties of the country.”

Although Khamenei remains unclear in the speech on what exactly are those problems or difficulties that only a young generation can solve, he suggests (here and in other speeches) that the reversal of *tanẓīm-i khānavādah* and a population growth are necessary for the country’s economic development.

**Khamenei’s Call for the Reversal of *Tanẓīm-i Khānavādah***[^154]

Herein I compare and analyze two of Khamenei’s public pronouncements on the reversal of the family planning policies from two different occasions. The first speech took place during the month of Ramadan on July 24, 2012, when he spoke before members of the army, and Majlis; the second is the aforementioned Bojnord. In the former, after having emphasized the importance of the Ramadan as a time for self-reflection, Khamenei launched into a criticism against foreign powers: the United States, Israel and Europe. Using a rhetoric of anti-imperialism and anti-western propaganda, Khamenei followed by stating, “I want to

[^153]: From the script of the Khamenei’s speeches held on the 24/07/2012: “*Biyānāt dar ijtemā’-i Mardum-i Bojnord*” (Speech to the Community of Bojnord), FarsiKhamenei, last updated on 24/07/2012 [http://farsi.khamenei.ir/speech-content?id=21126](http://farsi.khamenei.ir/speech-content?id=21126).

[^154]: The script of the Khamenei’s speeches held on the 24/07/2012 and on 10/10/2012 are available respectively at: 1) “*Biyānāt dar Didār-i Kārgazārān-i Nizam*” (Speech During the Visit to the Kargarzaran-e Nezam), FarsiKhamenei, last modified 24/07/2012, [http://farsi.khamenei.ir/speech-content?id=20534](http://farsi.khamenei.ir/speech-content?id=20534); 2) *Biyānāt dar ijtemā’-i Mardum-i Bojnord* (Speech to the Community of Bojnord), Farsi Khamenei, last updated on 10/10/2012, [http://farsi.khamenei.ir/speech-content?id=21126](http://farsi.khamenei.ir/speech-content?id=21126).
discuss some of the certain facts of our nation. If we do not take into account these realities, we will surely commit error of judgment. Moreover, we will make mistakes in the choice of the path. We must see these realities. Undoubtedly, none of the realities that I will present are results of analysis. All of the evident realities are in front of us.” He then listed the vāqʿīat (facts or realities), laghzish (error or mistake) and durūgh (lie) concerning Iran.

According to Khamenei, the vāqʿīat connoted both the “real” economic situation in Iran and the “real” intentions of the western powers. The durūgh meant the infamous propaganda spread by the West to denigrate Iran and to spread lies about the aims of its nuclear program—one of such being the development of weapons of mass destruction. He also criticized how the international public was being misled about the ideology and policies of the Islamic Republic.

First and foremost, ayatollah Khamenei argues that the “enemy” (dushman) always tries to convince the public opinion that the implementation of restrictive sanctions successfully conducted Iran into an economic dead-end street –bun bast. Rather, the reality, according to the Supreme Leader is that the Islamic Republic of Iran is making achievements both in ideological (the pursuit and the application of the greatest Islamic values in a government) and in economic terms. In fact Iran is quickly economically and technologically progressing within its borders thanks to its resources, thus emphasizing, the fact that the country’s survival does not need to rely on the world market. These resources are basically two: the natural and the human.

Khamenei is clearly affirming Iran’s prominence: “From the point of view of natural resources we occupy a high position in world ranks, and regarding some of these resources, we are the firsts.” Herein, the Supreme Leader is stressing the importance of natural resources
because of their connection with the Iran’s nuclear program which is perceived as a fundamental element in order to achieve the objective of economic independence. The message that ayatollah Khamenei wants to convey to the public opinion is that the strength of Iran’s economy is in the country itself, underneath its rich soil, and this is something which the “enemy” does not have the power to control, no matter how many sanctions they can impose. However, as I will show in the following paragraphs, in this speech the population (herein indicated with the term “human resources”) is considered as another key factor for the country’s economic self-sustenance and independence. “We have a population of seventy-five million people; this population number is very important. A young, joyous, educated and intelligent population, today is one of the important element for the progress of the country. In the statistics, you can see the pattern of the educated, wide-awake (sic), joyful and strong youngsters. For this reason we must revise –tajdid nazari kardan- the policies of the limitation of the offspring (sic)(limitation of the births).”

In the following part of his argument, Khamenei recognizes the significance and effectiveness that the family planning program had for the first period after its implementation. However, it was a mistake that the government was not able to adapt this policy according to the necessities of different periods (particularly, from the year 2002 onward). Without a proper revision of family planning, the future of the population would be in jeopardy. Following this line of thought, if the birth rate remained as it currently was, the youth population would decrease, and once they aged, Iran’s total population would progressively reduce. Consequently, Khamenei encouraged the cooperation among the political and cultural institutions toward the implementations of new pro-natalist policies and measures in order to
“expel from the country this trend that we have today ‘one child, two child’; the first imam [he refers to Ayatollah Khomeini] said that the number of the population must be one hundred and fifty or two hundred millions –and he was right. We have to reach that number! [the double of the present population].”

The same intentions are expressed four months later in the Bonjord speech, however a different vocabulary and linguistic register were used.

Addressing a huge mass of people in the main square, Khamenei used a populist language and followed a similar sequence. Interestingly, he repeated the same formula of the previous speech: he began by attacking the ideology of the West, the falsity of its propaganda, and the uselessness of the economic sanctions to the celebration of the natural and human resources. On the whole, not much had changed from one speech to the other, except for some slightly different nuances in the meaning of the sentences. If on the 24th of July the Supreme Leader pointed out that the policies of population control in Iran failed to change taghīr kardan according to the needs and to the developing trends of the Iran’s economy, in Bonjord he claimed that tanzīm-i khanavādah has always been a mistake (ishtibāh) since its very inception in 1993. Therefore, according to Ayatollah Khamenei, the solution to this problem can be only that of blocking once for all the policies of the family planning program.

Khamenei’s call for an increase in the population was based on his confidence in the country’s capacity to be financially self-sufficient. This was related to the main objective of constitutional economic independence. However, this principle hinges on —and is constantly shaped by—Iran’s interactions and/or confrontations with the international community.

The Reversal of Tanzīm-i Khānavādah as a Reaction to International Sanctions
Iran’s nuclear program has been probably one of the most controversial and debated issue in the diplomatic interaction between Iran and international community.

The Ahmadinejad administration presented the national nuclear program as one of the most representative element for the Iran’s self-determination and independence. In fact, it covers two of the goals of the former governmental agenda described in the third chapter: the creation of a sustainable welfare system (the nuclear program can provide energy and more employment to the country); and the enhancement of the Iran’s economic development (with its technological advancement the country can indeed challenge the global market).

One might say that the national nuclear program, has been taken, in the last three decades, as a symbolic effort of the Islamic Republic to gain its international legitimacy. Also Khatami emphasized in 2004 the need for Iran to develop its own nuclear program by making analogies to the history of Imam Hussein whose deeds must be taught to the population in order to “safeguard our dignity and freedom.” In addition, both the Khatami and Ahmadinejad administrations considered the nuclear program as essential to achieve Iran’s economic independence. For instance, Ali Larijani, the secretary of the Supreme National Security Council, during the first mandate of Ahmadinejad, stated the following: “It is possible that other countries will one day decide to stop supplying nuclear fuel to Iran and we should therefore be capable of producing it ourselves as a manifestation of our national dignity and independence.”

---
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In fact, the nuclear program has been perceived as a great opportunity for the Islamic Republic to advance technologically, to provide energy across the country without relying on oil imports, and to increase job opportunities.

However, the Iranian government has often affirmed that the nuclear program has peaceful purposes and it tries to prove it by reminding to the international press to have signed and ratified the Non-Proliferation Treaty. Moreover, Ayatollah Khamenei issued a number of legal opinions that clarifies the incompatibility of the nuclear weapons with the *sharī’ah*. One of the most recent *fatwā* regarding weapons of mass destruction, was formulated by Khamenei in 2006 that states, “We consider the application of nuclear weapons as contradictory to Islamic commandments. […] We don’t have the hegemonic intentions in the world like the Americans, who want to exert global tyranny and require a nuclear bomb; our nuclear bomb and our explosive power is our faith.”

Nonetheless, the election of Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in 2005 and his decision to aggressively defend the Iran’s right to develop its own nuclear energy regardless of the international limitations imposed by the IAEA (International Atomic Energy Agency), convinced the US Congress to increase the number of economic sanctions against Iran.

In fact, the Ahmadinejad administration in 2006 reopened the activities in the nuclear basis of Natanz (previously sealed by the IAEA) and announced the resumption of the uranium enrichment. The following year a new 50000 *riyāl* banknote was issued depicting

---

158 “The NPT is a landmark international treaty whose objective is to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and weapons technology, to promote cooperation in the peaceful uses of nuclear energy and to further the goal of achieving nuclear disarmament and general and complete disarmament”; “Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT),” *UN*, last accessed, 12/06/2015, [http://www.un.org/disarmament/WMD/Nuclear/NPT.shtml](http://www.un.org/disarmament/WMD/Nuclear/NPT.shtml).


on one side the image of electrons orbiting around an atom.\textsuperscript{161} The figure clearly conveys both within the country and to the world how meaningful the nuclear program is for the pride of the Iranian nation.

Therefore, the US, in order to curtail the danger of a nuclear advancement in Iran, initiate to impose stricter economic sanctions, this time with the intention to force a large number of states to participate together in these resolutions.

To begin with, the US Congress signed in September 2006 the Iranian Freedom Support Act (IFSA) which basically included the sanctioning of third states, in case they would support financially and with technical assistance Iranian individuals or institutions related to the nuclear program.\textsuperscript{162} Additionally, in December 2006, the United Nation Security Council (UNSC), adopted for the first resolution on sanctions against Iran, Resolution 1737. It called all UN member states to implement multilateral economic sanctions to prevent the Iranian nuclear activities. The international community was prohibited from providing any nuclear-related assistance in Iran. They were prevented from admitting Iranians to study in any discipline relevant to nuclear expertise, and they imposed asset freezes on any individuals involved in the nuclear program.\textsuperscript{163} For the first time this resolution seriously involved the EU to activate coercive actions against Iran. As a matter of fact, many European states (as Germany, Italy, Greece and Spain) had always maintained trade partnerships with Iran and were the main importers of Iranian crude oil.


\textsuperscript{162} Borsizik, “International Sanctions Against Iran Under President Ahmadinejad,” 8.

However, Ahmadinejad’s Holocaust denial and the violent repression of the green movement supporters in 2009, convinced EU members to cooperate with the US Congress.

Therefore in January 2012, the year when both of Khamenei’s speeches took place, the Council of the European Union decided to ban new contracts for importing oil from Iran, implementing the first European oil embargo. Moreover, the Brussels-based SWIFT (Society for Worldwide Interbank Financial Telecommunication) cut off all monetary transactions coming from Iranian banks, rendering the import-export of oil and other commodities more difficult to obtain. These non-UN sanctions intensified the pressure on Iran’s economic system, already affected by the unilateral US financial embargo, in order to force Iran to surrender its nuclear program.\(^{164}\)

Both Ahmadinejad and Ayatollah Khamenei tended to dismiss the entity and the impact of the sanctions in their speeches and continued to maintain a confrontational behavior toward the international community. For instance, In march 2007, Khamenei stated the following: “Sanctions cannot deal a blow to us. Didn’t they sanction us until today? We acquired nuclear energy under sanctions; we achieved scientific progress under sanctions; we achieved the country’s broad reconstruction under sanctions. It is even possible that under certain conditions sanctions work to our advantage; from this perspective they can increase our ambition.” Indeed, in addition to the fact that the sanctions policy has been counter-productive, it actually succeeded to maintain a discreet political intra-elite cohesion in the Iranian government.\(^{165}\)


\(^{165}\) Borsizik, “International Sanctions Against Iran Under President Ahmadinejad,” 11
According to the ruling elite, the aim of the sanctions was not only related to limit the development of the nuclear program but also to finally overthrowing the Islamic Republic’s establishment. As Ayatollah Khamenei pointed out, “They (the international community) assumed that they could place a burden on the Iranian nation with the instrument of sanctions and tighten the noose on the Iranian nation so much that it would protest against the system and the Islamic Republic. This was their aim.” Also, if sanctions were aimed at destabilizing Iran financially, the UN condemn of the Iranian violation of human rights were perceived as a propagandistic strategy to humiliate and deprecate Iran in front of the world popular opinion.

From what I have highlighted it seems that the numerous pressures and sanctions that the U.S and Europe from 1979 to present had placed, instead of obtaining a submission, repeatedly met an intransigent resistance of the Iranian government. Rather, embargoes and economic restrictions fortified the anti-imperialist anti-western narrative of the Islamic Republic and gave sense and consistency to the “paranoid style” of the Iranian politics and propaganda.

Additionally, the sanction policy of the international community actually succeeded to maintain a discreet political intra-elite cohesion in the Iranian government.

As a matter of fact, one has to take into account that most of the problems related to the nuclear program in Iran, as Mohammad el-Baradei (the former head of the AIEA) also
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stated, have always been related to the ideological and psychological nature,\textsuperscript{170} or to what Ali Ansari calls “Myth of Victimization.”\textsuperscript{171}

This myth has deeply shaped the evolution of the international relationships and represents probably the most incisive psychological traits present in the narrative of the political reactions to the economic sanctions. According to the “Myth of Victimization,” the imperialist Western powers always act in a way that seeks to delegitimize Iran as an independent country.

As Bahman Baktiari argues in the article “Seeking International Legitimacy: Understanding the Dynamics of Nuclear Nationalism in Iran,” “Most Iranians perceive their nation as a great civilization that has been deprived of its rightful status as a regional superpower by foreign intervention, including that of tsarist Russia, Britain, the Soviet Union, and the United States.”\textsuperscript{172} Consequently, all the foreign interferences and interventions, from “Operation Ajax”\textsuperscript{173} to the recent economic sanctions, are perceived as humiliating and delegitimizing campaigns against Iran.\textsuperscript{174} The confrontational attitude towards the international community in the aforementioned speeches reflect the intention to demonstrate

\textsuperscript{170} Baktiari, “Seeking International Legitimacy”, 21.
\textsuperscript{171} Ansari, \textit{Confronting Iran}, 5.
\textsuperscript{172} Baktiari, “Seeking International Legitimacy,” 21.
\textsuperscript{173} Already in 1951 the nationalization of the oil industry, carried out by the Iranian prime minister of that time Mohammad Mossadegh (1882-1967), unified the country and the popular opinion in defending the national sovereignty and legitimacy to benefit from its own natural resources. Mossadegh succeeded in abolishing all the oil concessions of the AIOC (Anglo-Iranian Oil Company), considered as a form of exploitation, through a parliamentary vote. Subsequently, the British government imposed an economic embargo and threatened Iran with a naval force in the Persian Gulf.
\textsuperscript{174} Although the oil nationalization was considered as legit by the International Court of Justice in den Haag in 1952, the Great Britain’s foreign secretary Anthony Eden (1897-1977) convinced the U.S administration of President Dwight David Eisenhower to overthrow Mossadegh with a coup, known as ‘operation Ajax’ in 1953.
the willingness to restore Iran’s national honor that according to the Iranian imagination is constantly endangered by the international powers.

In the light of this evidence, I contend that Khamenei’s public demand for the reversal of the family planning program in order to boost a population growth, can also be read as an additional reaction to underestimate the real impact of the 2012 sanctions. In fact, if Iran, as Ayatollah Khamenei claimed, has the potential and the resources to double its population number, it means that the economic restrictions implemented by the international community have not gravely impacted the Iran’s economy.

CONCLUDING REMARKS:

Dismantling the Family Planning Program

The implementation of the Family Planning Law in 1993 was made possible thanks to the joint cooperation of health, educational, and economic institutions. Moreover, the implementation of tanzīm-i khānāvādah policies were sustained by the clerical approval of birth control methods along with the political implementation of the values of the Iran’s constitution. More precisely, policy makers, clinical and demographic experts together with the clergy have succeeded in giving coherence to the policies of population control within the
ideological framework of the Islamic Republic of Iran.

Nonetheless, this ideological framework has never been homogeneous and inflexible; it could be reinterpreted and reformulated throughout time according to specific changing factors, chiefly the country’s economy and the international relations. Therefore, as the analysis of the history of *tanẓīm-i khānavādah* demonstrates, this dynamic clearly manifested through several periods of state intervention.

As the second chapter of this thesis examines, I explained how after the establishment of the Islamic Republic in 1979, the debate around the family planning program developed in two phases. In the first phase (1981-1986) *tanẓīm-i khānavādah*, implemented in Iran in 1967 was dismantled because of its association with the Shah and of its identification with the Western birth control methods by using a powerful anti-imperialist narrative. Additionally, a population growth was promoted also as a way to replace the numerous casualties of the Iran-Iraq war (1981-1988). Conversely, in the second phase (1986-1993) the family planning program was re-implemented after the financial crisis occurred in Iran because of two main reasons: the US sanctions and economic loss caused by the war. This time, the ideological discourse moved towards the constitutional principle of economic independence. In fact, an uncontrolled population growth endangered the creation of a welfare state (as envisioned by the founders of the Republic) and would have forced Iran to rely on other countries to supply basic needs to the population.

Furthermore, I chose to focus on the recent political project of reversing the family planning program, initiated by the former president Mahmoud Ahmadinejad in 2005, because

---
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it marked another historical rupture with the ideological discourse in favor of population control policies. Consequently, through the analysis of this “rupture,” I was able to uncover the mechanisms of power, the economic factors and the reformulation of the ideological discourse involved in the project of reversing the family planning program. Accordingly, the pronatalist line of thinking of Ahmadinejad and the āṣūlgarāyān was consistent with their intention to re-emphasize the revolutionary values propagated by Ayatollah Khomeini (the so-called “New Islamic Revolution”). Hence, the former president succeeded in employing the well-known anti-imperialist rhetoric in order to discredit the ideology underpinning tanzām-i khānavādah and in associating the decrease of the population number with the danger of losing the coveted economic independency. The same ideological discourse was used by Ayatollah Khamenei in 2012 when he endorsed the reversal of the Family Planning and promoted a substantial population growth. Considerably, I argued in the third and fourth chapter of this thesis that, factors such as the Iran’s financial crisis (worsened during the second Ahmadinejad mandate, 2009-2013\textsuperscript{176}) and the onerous economic sanctions implemented by the European Union (EU) and the United Nations (UN) in 2012, affected decisively the ideology of the “New Islamic Revolution” and as a consequence, the population control policies.\textsuperscript{177}

The 2013 victory of the reformist Hassan Rouhani elected with 50.72 % of votes, reflected the political moderate intention to favor a more conciliatory interaction with the international community without discarding important issues, such as the national nuclear

\textsuperscript{176} Ibid., 45.
\textsuperscript{177} Ibid., 61.
program. However, the project of reversing the family planning program and the encouragement of a population growth is still in the current governmental agenda. As a matter of fact, in 2014 Khamenei outlined a 14 point plan (addressed to all the governmental and non-governmental institutions) which served as a significant framework for the socio-economic decisions aiming at increasing the population number. Herein I report the entire text that Khamenei wrote after having consulted the Expediency Discernment Council.

The introduction of the 14 point plan, states the following:

“Considering the importance of the topic (the population size) in sovereignty might; and with particular attention to the grade of research, development and youth of the current republic; and in consideration of compensating the decreasing rates of the population growth and fertility in the last years, this notification is delivered to all the policies of the republic. In view of the outline of positive factors for the development of the country, it is necessary to conceive comprehensive plans for the economic, social and cultural growth pertinent to the politics of population control. Accordingly, it is necessary, with the cohesion and division of work among the branches of the government and institutions relevant in this field, to take rigorous, quick and vigorous steps and to report the results of the monitoring of the execution of such policies.”


These 14 points mainly convey two messages to different branches of government, namely that new bills and reforms must be drafted with the intention of: incrementing the population number and propagating Iranian and Islamic values. Regarding the method, Khamenei clarifies that the education, health and economic sectors of the government must cooperate in order to achieve these two goals. As the history of the post-revolutionary family planning teaches, a coordinated interplay among the mechanisms of state power is necessary to see efficient and rapid results. Khamenei’s 14 points represented a turning point for the politics of population control in Iran given the influence that the Supreme Leader exerts in government.

Remarkably, the “restoration” and the reinforcement of the post-revolutionary Iranian national identity is also an urgent concern under the current Rouhani administration. And again, one of the vehicles of the government to disseminate this ideological framework is the “family”. Indeed, in these last two years (2014-present), the mere “intention” of reversing the family planning program is rapidly turning into a concrete perspective.
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